Introduction
In order to improve the damage effect on main battle tanks, armored vehicles and non-armored targets, the trajectory of the new generation fire-and-forget anti-tank missile is flexible, The missile is able to achieve top-attack, terminal impact angle is proposed high demands while ensuring the accuracy of the missile. Firstly, a kind of proportional navigation law with impact position and angle constraint is deduced. Then, the top attack trajectory of the anti-tank missile is designed. The autopilots of the missile were also designed to control the missile flight stably. Finally verified the trajectory project can meet the tactical and technical requirements by simulation.
A kind of proportional navigation law with impact position and angular constraints
For proportional navigation law is a mature guidance law and is very easy to be implemented, it has got a wide range of engineering applications. Adopting a general proportional navigation law, although it can meet the requirement of miss distance, but it can not meet the requirement of the large drop-angle. Therefore, it was necessary to modify the proportional navigation to meet the requirement of large impact angle. For the target of rest or uniform motion, linear simplified dynamic model of missile guidance problems shown in Figure 1 , where y denotes the missile position, M a presents the missile acceleration. 
Because the terminal miss distance must be zero and meet angular constraint, the terminal constraint is expressed as: (1)~ (3) substitute into the guidance law can obtain:
The guidance law is composed by the item of proportional navigation and the item of terminal angular constraint. It means that when the missile hit the target the acceleration command is zero, the missile cannot resist wind and other external interference factors and it will have great impact on miss distance. As 3~6 is the scope of coefficient of the proportional navigation, the value of n is in the range of 0.5~1 − in special engineering application.
The design of anti-tank missile top-attack trajectory
The power unit of the anti-tank missile is a double pulse solid rocket engine. The I pulse is used to boost the missile flies out of the launchers. After the missile flied to a certain distance from the launch position, the II pulse of the engine is ignited to provide power for the missile to have controlled flight. Because the distance of the recognition of the homing system is less than the maximum range of the missile, the inertial midcourse guidance and the infrared terminal guidance are applied to the missile. The missile flies to a predetermined position after the midcourse guidance to ensure the seeker intercept the target reliability and improve guidance accuracy. Under the existing engineering conditions, in order to meet the relevant requirements of the tactical and technical indicators, the ballistic scheme was designed to be: the stage of emission without control, the stage of climbing rely on procedures, the stage of driving down trajectory rely on procedures and the terminal guidance.
The stage of emission without control
The segment is the interval between the ignition of I pulse and ignition of II pulse. The missile lunched upwards at a certain degree of attitude angle, the missile flied out of the launchers, wings unfolded, missile flied forward with rotating, but the fins of the missile were not work.
The stage of climbing rely on procedures
To increase the range and achieve large drop-angle, the flight height of the missile must be improved. The segment of climbing relied on procedures to control, its variation of pitch angle and angle of attack is based on indicators of performance such as overload, range and so on. The duration of the segment is from the ignition of II pulse to the begin of gliding flight ( 2) T . After the ignition of II pulse, the missile was speed up. The flight control system controls the gas rudder and the air rudder deflection, the missile no longer rotates, using the procedures to control the angle of attack in accordance with exponentially 
The stage of driving down trajectory rely on procedures
After the missile climbed to a certain height, in order to hit the target in the top attack model, the pitch angle of the missile must be reduced. This stage is from the end of stage of climb relied on procedures ( 2) T to the beginning of terminal guidance ( 3) T . Its purpose is to increase the range, search and acquire targets in the process. The calculation equation of procedures pitch angle in this stage is:
α was determined by the distance between the missile and the target.
The terminal guidance
After the seeker acquired the target and the seeker worked in an ideal condition. The seeker can normally output the rate of sight angle, and the sight angle. The guidance law of longitudinal plane becomes:
The autopilot design
The dynamics of the anti-tank missile is changing under the influence of factors such as velocity, the center of gravity, the center of pressure and so on. In accounting with the influence of quiver of missile at the launching time and the uncertain disturbance during the process of flight, the autopilot is needed to improve the dynamics of the missile and reduce the negative impact. The control instruction of the missile is different during the flight. The attitude angle control instruction is adopted during the midcourse guidance and in the terminal guidance the missile is controlled by acceleration instruction. Based on the principle that guidance law and autopilot must match each other, different kinds of autopilot must be adopted during the flight. The attitude autopilot (Fig.2 ) is adopted in midcourse guidance and acceleration autopilot (Fig.3 ) is adopted in terminal guidance . The simulation results showed that:
(1) The height of the trajectory increased with the increasing of the range. The height range of the trajectory is from 65.27m to185.6m .
(2) The velocity of the missile decreased with the increasing of the range. At the range of 1000m , the speed of the missile at the landing point is 140.8 / m s . At the range of 2500m , the speed at the landing point is 75.87 / m s . (3) The miss distance of the missile is very small and the terminal impact angle meets the requirements. Both the maximum miss distance and the maximum angular deviation occur at the range of 1000m . The value of maximum miss distance is 0.5m and the value of maximum angular deviation is 4.86  .
(4) Because the calculation error of the remaining flight time, the overload of the terminal guidance increased rapidly and failed to convergence. In engineering practice, we can set the guided instruction to be zero at a certain distance from the target to meet the requirement of terminal overload.
Conclusions
The top-attack trajectory of fire-and-forget anti-tank missile was studied. By designing the stage of emission without control, the stage of climbing rely on procedures, the stage of driving down trajectory rely on procedures and terminal guidance phase. The autopilot was also designed for the missile. The anti-tank missile can attack the target at different range in the top-attack model. The trajectory scheme can satisfy with the tactical indicators and technical indicators, and has a certain value of engineering application.
